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Outline of focus area and summary of ideas to be explored
Mobile Internet connectivity has outgrown desktop and laptop Internet connectivity (MobileFuture, 2010).
Mobile social media has become the successor to web 2.0 (Brown-Martin, 2010; Cheney, 2010; Jackson, 2012;
Ryan, 2011). We will discuss examples of how higher education can harness the potential of mobile social
media (McLoughlin & Lee, 2010), with reference to four projects that represent significant pedagogical change
within eight different course contexts (including four courses in Spain, Germany, France, and UK):





The use of mobile social media in Journalism (Cochrane, Sissons, & Mulrennan, 2012)
The ELVSS12 project that established international student teams for co-production of mobile movies
(http://elvss2012.wordpress.com)
The use of mobile social media for enhancing a physical studio-based Product Design course
(http://autdesignjournal.posterous.com/)
The iCollab12 international project that featured student teams in four countries (NZ, UK, Spain, Germany)
becoming social media reporters (Buchem, Cochrane, Gordon, Keegan, & Camacho, 2012; Cochrane, et al.,
2011)

The symposium presenters will discuss issues relating to ethics, privacy, student engagement and the new
pedagogical strategies they used to facilitate and design student-directed learning experiences or heutagogy
(Blaschke, 2012; Hase & Kenyon, 2000; Luckin, et al., 2010) within their courses. A key strategy has been
embedding these projects within the establishment of communities of practice (Lave & Wenger, 1991; Wenger,
1998; Wenger, McDermott, & Snyder, 2002; Wenger, White, Smith, & Rowe, 2005), both local and
international. Student-generated projects have provided reified artifacts from these communities of practice. Key
tools such as Google Plus Hangouts will be used during the Symposium to demonstrate how mobile social
media was integrated into these projects. Examples of student projects created as a result of these projects will
also be demonstrated and critiqued. Discussion with the audience will include an invitation for participation in
future national and international mobile social media projects, with a particular focus upon enabling authentic
collaborative experiences for students.

Range of views that panel members will represent
The panel members represent four mobile social media projects that have leveraged student-generated mobile
media and student-negotiated teams. Two of these projects are locally based within the institution, while the
other two are part of international collaborations with five countries including: NZ, UK, France, Germany,
Spain. Thus views include facilitating collaboration across cultural, language, geographical and timezone
differences.

Intended audience
The general audience for the symposium will be academics interested in exploring: new pedagogies, social and
mobile media, and student-generated content and contexts for learning.

Outline of the symposium format, including strategies that will be used to
engage the audience
A live Google Plus Hangout will connect the NZ panel with International members of the projects in the UK,
Berlin, and Spain. The Hangout will be broadcast live with the URL publicized for anyone to view, and the
Hangout will also be archived on YouTube for later asynchronous viewing and commenting. A Twitter hashtag

will be used for collating feedback and live interaction, and a Twitter stream will be displayed throughout the
symposium. Participants will also have access to a Wikispaces wiki discussion for collating ideas and a page
will be created providing links to all the examples presented. Examples of student-generated projects resulting
from the investigation of new pedagogies for mobile social media use in higher education will be demoed and
critiqued. Participants will be encouraged to use a range of mobile social media throughout the symposium (for
example: Twitter, Instagram, Flickr, YouTube, Facebook), and these social media artifacts will then be
collated/curated by the panel at the end of the symposium via Storify.com, reifying the activity of the
symposium and providing an authentic mobile social media record of the symposium.
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